Combining Appearance and Structure from Motion Features for Road Scene Understanding
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With the introduction of applications such as Google Street View, Microsoft Bing Maps, the problem of scene understanding has gained more
importance than ever. Image sequences from such applications consist of
complex scenarios involving multiple objects, such as people, buildings,
cars, bikes. One may need to simultaneously segment and identify these
objects for instance to mask out cars, or maintain highway inventories
automatically. This paper deals with the problem of simultaneous pixelwise segmentation and recognition of such complex image sequences. In
particular, we focus on monocular image sequences filmed from within a
driven car [2].
Many methods have been proposed to address the challenging task
of combined object recognition and pixel-wise segmentation [5, 7]. Although they have achieved impressive results, they are either limited to
single object classes and tend not to scale well for multiple classes [5] or
fail at object boundaries [7]. Inspired by the recent work of [1] and [4],
we present an approach to overcome these issues and achieve accurate
segmentation and recognition of road scenes.
We formulate the problem in a Conditional Random Field (CRF) framework to probabilistically model the label likelihoods and our prior knowledge. Our approach also uses the robust Pn model potential defined on
segments obtained by multiple unsupervised segmentations [4]. The energy of our higher order CRF is given by:
E(x) =

∑ ψi (xi ) + ∑
i∈V

(i, j)∈E

ψi j (xi , x j ) +

∑

ψc (xc ),

(1)

c∈S

where xi denotes the label taken by the random variable Xi from the label set L = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lk }. Here, the labels correspond to object classes
such as pedestrians, buildings, cars, trees, and the pixels are the random
variables. Every possible assignment of labels to the random variables
defines a segmentation. The unary potential ψi (xi ) gives the cost of the
assignment: Xi = xi , for all pixels in the set V . The pairwise potential
ψi j (xi , x j ) represents the cost of the assignment: Xi = xi and X j = x j over
the set of all pairs of interacting variables denoted by E . The higher order
potential ψc (xc ) denotes the cost of labelling the random variables Xc ,
which are conditionally dependent on each other. It is defined over the set
of all segments S .
We use motion and appearance-based features to obtain the unary cost
of a pixel i taking a label. The motion-based features are extracted from
3D point clouds [1], and the appearance-based features consist of textons,
colour, location, and HOG descriptors. All these features are combined
within a joint boosting framework [6, 8] that automatically selects the
most discriminative features for each object class to generate the unary
costs. The pairwise potential, also referred to as the smoothness term,
takes the form of a contrast-sensitive Potts model:

0
if xi = x j ,
ψi j (xi , x j ) =
(2)
θ p + θv exp(−θβ ||Ii − I j ||2 ) otherwise,
where Ii and I j are the colours of pixels i and j respectively. The constants
θ p , θv and θβ are model parameters learned using training data [7].
The higher order potential defines the label inconsistency cost i.e., the
cost of assigning different labels to pixels constituting the segment, while
taking the quality of a segment into account. We denote the quality of a
segment c by G(c) : c → R. In our experiments we use the variance of
colour intensity values evaluated on all constituent pixels of a segment as
a quality measure. The higher order potential is defined as:

Ni (xc ) Q1 γmax if Ni (xc ) ≤ Q
ψc (xc ) =
(3)
γmax
otherwise,

Figure 1: Qualitative improvements achieved by our higher order CRF
framework. We show (left to right) the original image, the ground truth
image, and the higher order CRF result for two frames from the test sequences. The higher order potentials provide accurate segmentation e.g.,
traffic light, building (top row) and lamp post, sidewalk (bottom row).
where Ni (xc ) denotes the number of pixels in the superpixel c not taking
the dominant label, γmax = |c|θα (θ ph + θvh G(c)), and Q is the truncation
parameter. This potential ensures the cost of breaking a good segment
is higher than that of a bad segment. The set S of segments used for
defining the higher order potentials is generated by computing multiple
mean shift segmentations [3] of an image.
The segmentation is obtained by finding the lowest energy configuration of the CRF. We minimize the energy function in (1) using approximate methods such as α-expansion as described in [4].
We evaluated our method on the challenging Cambridge-driving Labelled Video Database (CamVid), which consists of 600 manually labelled frames [2]. Our method achieves an overall accuracy of 84% compared to the state-of-the-art accuracy of 69% [1]. Figure 1 highlights the
qualitative improvements achieved by our higher order CRF framework.
In summary, we present an approach to integrate motion and appearance features for object recognition and segmentation of road scenes. The
object class boundaries in the segmentations are well-defined and also
detect the fine structures in some categories.
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